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Call for Papers:
Articulāte is a student-authored and student-edited journal
sponsored by the English Department. The editors of Articulāte are
looking for submissions that demonstrate original thinking and
strong scholarly research in their analysis of literary and/or cultural
texts. Essays should not exceed fifteen typed, double-spaced pages.
However, longer essays of exceptional quality may still be
considered. Please use MLA citations.
Submissions for the 2021-2022 academic year should be emailed
to articulate@denison.edu. Please submit the essay and a cover
sheet as two separate PDF files. Remove your real name from the
essay and put a pseudonym on each page of the essay. In the file
name for your submitted essay, put your pseudonym followed by
the word “articulate.” In the file name for the cover sheet, include
your real name and the word "articulate." The cover sheet should
include your real name, your pseudonym, the title of your essay,
the anticipated year of your graduation, and your email
address. Writers must be Denison students at the time of
submission, and by submitting their essays, they are agreeing to
have them published on the University database of student journals
if they are accepted for publication. The journal accepts
submissions at any time during the academic year, although we
generally issue a call for papers at the beginning of the spring
semester and make final decisions in late March or early April.
Senior Editor:
Thomas Mitchell ‘21

Faculty Advisor:
Dr. Sylvia Brown
Department of English

Junior Editor:
Amelia Keefer ‘22
Editorial Board:
Elizabeth Arterberry ‘21
Emily Waters ‘22
Samara Benza ‘23

Spencer Crawford ‘22
Meg Jaffy ‘21
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